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Introduction
The Agency has committed to review the medium and heavy truck noise

emissior regulation. This commitment was devel6ped in the context of

Secretary Lewi's'Task Force_ on--the automotive industry ear!Jer this year.-_.7-_"

This report presents the results of an updated analysi_ of the benefits

ana costs of the 80 dB noise emission regulation for medium and heavy trucks

which was originally promulgated in April 1976 (41 FR 15538 - see attached

Appendix). The 80 dB regulation is scheduled to become effective January I,

1983.

In updating the analysis, the Agency relied largely on data supplied

ey the truck industry. Other cost data were derived from the Agency's first-

nana experience in quieting and operatingtrucks in its Quiet Truck Demonstra-

tlo_ Program. We developed improved estimates of the health and welfare

_;_' benefits of the 80 dB regulation by performing computationsusing the Agency's

surface trans'portation noise computer program which models the Nation's

roadway system and population. The relative economic impact of the 80 dB

regulationwas determined in terms of uniform annuallzedcost which represents

the equal annual (annuity) payments made on a hypotheticalloan borrowed by

truck users to pay for the anticipated additional capital expenditures and

operatin_ cos=s resulting from compliancewith the 80 dB regulation.

Background

During considerationof the Noise Control Act of 1972, the truck industry

lobbied Congress very heavily to obtain relief from an increasingprolifera-

tion of differing noise emission standards by States and local governments.

These local regulationsaffected both manufacturersof new trucksand users of
I

_nese trucks. I

, i , , {
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The intent and ultimate effect of regulations p'romulgatedby the Agency

under Section 17 of the Noise Control Act was to provide preemptionof State
and local noise limits for trucks engaged in interstate commerce and afford

interstate motor carriers uniformityof treatment,on 'anationwidescale while

_4. ..4--giving some protection to citizens from the noise of these v:h_les. However,

the establishment of not-to.exceednoise emission levels I_r in-use trucks

engageo in interstate commercewas necessarily restricted because of the age

range of the truck_ (from new to approximately 25 years) which are typically

used in interstate transport. Therefore,. this "in-use" regulation (Section

17) served primarily as a cap on their maximum noise emissions by basically

eliminatingthe use of pocketretreadtires which were a major source of truck

noise, and ensured that trucks did not operate on the Nation's highways with

defective exhaust systems. EPA studies showed that further reductions for

in=ere=ate motor carriers would require costly noise•abatement retrofitsto
. , . . .

in-use vehicles, even though many of these vehicles had limited remaining

useful lives.

It was evident from EPA's s_udies that the most cost-effectiveway to

provide =he Nation'_ populationwith th_ protection they desired and sought

tnrougn State and local ordinances,and ye_ avoid unreasonablecost burdens on

the Nation's interstatemotor carriers and consumers, was to insurethat noise

abatement features were designed into trucks rather than added on a_ some

later data_ Congress had recognizedthe need for such an approach to noise

abatement in their writing of Section 6 of the Noise Control Act. Section 5

direc=s the Administrator of EPA to issue not-to-exceed noise emission

regulations for newIx-manufactured products entering commerce; surface

transoortation vehicles are specifically identified. Thus, in promulgating

emission limits for newly-manufacturedmedium and heavy trucks, the Agency

intended to prbvi'deprotectionto the Nation's population'fromthe singlemost • ':
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pervasive noise source that could jeopardizetheir health and welfare while atthe same time affording the trucking industry (manufacturersand users) the

protection of uniform regulatorytreatmentacross State lines.

Section 6:.nf the Noise Control Act directs the Administrator to set --_ ....

emission standards protective of public health and welfar_ based on best

available technology, giving consideration to costs. ,The Agency determined

that the most cost-effectivereductions in the noise emisslons of newly-

manufactured trucks would be achieved through incrementalreductionscommen-

surate witilmost truck manufacturers'four year design cycle. Although noise

abatement technology was availablein 1975 to produce a 7E decibel truck, the

Administrator elected to defer the establishmentof this stringent leveluntil

the Agency could assess the attendantcosts with a higher level of confidence

based on the industry's experience'in reducing the noise level of trucks to

© •the iass stringent intermediate levels. Consequently, the Adminlstrator

established the first levelof noise reductionat 83 decibels,to be effective

January l, 1978. This levelwas approximately2 dB below the average noise

level ofthe truck fleet in existencein 1974. Essentially,the 83 dB regula-

• ) tion did littl_ more than induce all manufacturers to install moderately
improved mufflers.

The second level of stringency was set at 80 decibels to become effective

January I, 19B2_ The 3 dB reduction in emission levels from 83 dB to BOdB

is eouivalent to reducing truck traffic by EO percent. The industry was

generally supportive of the regulationsince it was less stringentthan noise

emission levels being imposed by many State and local governments, The Agency

indicated in the regulationthat a more stringent level (such as 7B dE) would

be :romulgated in time for the 1985 model trucks based on a reassessmentby
_he Agency of available technology and attendant costs.
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The promulgation of the InterstateMotor Carrie'rNoise Emission Regula-

Q tion (40 CFR 202, Subparts A & B) has preemptedState and local governments
from enforcing in-use noise emission levels on interstate motor carriers

tnat are different from the Federal levels. Simil'arly,the Federal noise

emission regulation for -newly-manufactured medium _,_= heavy trucks-/T_

(40 CFR 205, Subparts A & B) preempts all State and local regulationsthat are

not identicalto the Federal rule.

In the summer of 1980, formerPresldent Carter Invited.theautomotiveand

truck industryto identify those Federal regulationswhich they believedwould

have an aoverse economic effect on their industries. The 80 dB nois@ emission

regulation for medium and heavy trucks, which was tobecome effective January

i, 1982, was identified by several truck manufacturers as being potentially

burdensome. Truck manufacturers were already complying with the 83 dB limit

which had uec_me effective in lg7B. By November 1980 the Agency hadreceivedthree,requests to defer _he effective date of the 80 dB regulationby two to

three years. The Agency also received two formal petitions requestingthat

the BO dB regulation '.erescinded. Such action would permit the noise level

of the Nation'swdrking truck fleet to remain essentially at the 83 dB level,

no_ far below the pre-regulationlevel of 1974. After careful review of the

_at_ submitte_ by th_ manufacturers in support of their requests, formeF

Administraoor"Costl_ determinedthat:

The cos=s attendantto the 80 dB regulation were commensuratewith the

anticipatedbenefits to publichealth and welfare.

The industry had not made an adequate case for rescission of the

regulation.

Economic forecasts and market projections _ased on truck industry

s=a_istics did not dictate a need for extensive delays in the ef-

fectivedateofthe80'dBregulation. I
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However, in light of the depressed economic conditionof the automotive

industry as a whole and the reductionin truck sales during the 1979-1980timeframe, a decision was made to defer the effective date of the 80 dB regula-

tion by one year until January i, 1983. In light of'economlcforecaststhat

._redicteda ei:gnificant gainin-truck eelesJn 1983, it was be_.ieved _hat this_t

additional year would provide time to the industry to ._cover and ease

possible cash-flow problems that several manufacturers might encounter in

gearing up in 1981 to meet the January i, 1982 ef{ectivedate.

The one-year deferral was accompaniedby a 90-day public comment period

which closed on April 2¢. On March 19, in conformitywith commitmehtsmade to

Secretary Lewis' Task Force, a second notice was published in the Federal i
• i

Re,is=or that expandedthe solicitationfor comments to the deferralnotice to

include comments concerning the possible rescission of the 80 dB regulation.

Th_ comments received in respons_ to the most recent Federal Re_ister

@ .solicitationbreak neatlyinto two opposinggroups:

(i) Manufacturers generally contend that the 80 dB regulationshould be

rescinded on the basis tha_ the regulation is not cost-effective.

However, the majority of manufacturerssvpportthe existing 83 dB

truck noise emission regulation because of the preemption that the

Federal regulation provides over 10 State.and local jurisdictions

which, prior to issuanceof the Federal rule, had differingnoise

emission standardsfor trucks.

I (2) 8tare and local _overnment_ strongly supported the BO dB regulation

I and, in some cases, recommended even more stringent regulatory

levels_ Two States recommendedthat'in the event of rescissionof

i the 80 dB regulation, the entire Federal truck noise regulation

0 should be rescinded,thereby returning States'the.aut_orfty
to the to":'

)

I ;'"s'etth_Yr'6w'nhol_e s_and'_rd'sfor trucks. '""' '"

I '
, ,.,,. . . •., , ' . • , , , , , • . . . i
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"Aqenc7 AnalTsis
i
' Prior to the promulgation of the Federal medium and heavy truck noise

emission regulation in Janua_ 1976, the Agency carried out, over a period

of two years, an extensive analytical prediction of"the Nation's population

that is adversely affected by medium and heavy truck noise. Investigation_ _

aria analyses were also completed on the levels of technm:.'_gyattendant to

noise reductions that are requisite to the protection of public health and

welfare, the costs associatedwith various levels of reductionand the poten-

tial economic effects on the industry and the general public.

In response to initial industry requests fordeferrai and rescission of

:ne 80 dB"regulation, the Agency's 1974-75 analyses were updated in December

of 1980. After Mr. Costle's decision 'to defer the effective date of the

regulation by one year, further updates of the anticipatedcosts and potential

economic effects of the BO dB regulationwere carried out incorporating,new

Q informaMon from industry"and from the Agency's on-golng Heavy
Quiet Truck

DemonstrationProgram, The details of these updated analyses and the assess-

_;,entof the cost-effectivenessof the 80 dB regulation are presented in the

followingsections. ''

Health and Welfare Benefits from the BO dB Truck Regulation

Through the use of an extensive computer model_ tha: permits assessment

of traffi_cnoise impacts by considering the Nation's roadway system and

attendant populationdistribution,the Agency estimates that in the absence of

any regulationsor controls, in excess of 95 million persons would currently

be exposed to levels of noise from traffic• that can jeopardize their health

one welfare, and that by the year 2000, in excess of 157 million would be so

exoosed.

,,_

This model was developed w.i.t.has.s!s.ta.ncefrom the Department of
.Transportationand.theFeneral H_gnway Acm_nlstra_lon.. . .. :. '... ...

)
, . ........ • . . . -. _ . .=. ...... ,
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In order tp quantitatively assess the potent'ially adverse impact of

f-'_' truck noise and the effectiveness of possible noise emission regulations,

the Agency employs the Level-Weighted Population (LWP) descriptor as a measure

of noise impacts. LWP expresses in a single number both the extent and

severity of noise impact. The extent of impact refers to the _mber of people.-_..

who are adverselyaffected, while the severity representsthe degree to which

each person is affected. Therefore, LWP provides a simple methodto compare

benefits of different noise reduction options. This method is recommendedby

the National Academy of Sciences.for use in noise impact assessments Ill.

In 1973, pursuant to a directive from Congress [2] and based on a large

body of evidence, the. Agency determined [3] that a'day-night sound.'level

(Ldn) value of 55 dB represents the lower threshold of no.isethat can

Jeopardize the health and welfare .of people. Above this level,,noise may

Q be a cause oC adverse•physiologicaland psychological effects. These effects
also often result in personal annoyance and community reaction. Above an

Ldn value,of 75 dB, noise can cause hearing loss. Although studies indicate
_ a llnk between noise and cardiovasculardisease, research has not yet reached

)i
the poin_ where we can determine a quantitative dose-responserelationship,

ii i.e., what cardiovasculareffects occur at what levels of noise. Consequent-_J

ly, these effects ar_ not consideredin this analysis.

Computationof the LWP is based on combining the number of people exposed

_o noise levels above Ldn of SB dB with the degree of.impact at different

noise levels. For day-night sound levels below gg dB, it is assumed that

no adverse impact occurs. "Full" impact is assumed to occur at a 75 dB

uay-night sound level. Figure l is a pictorial representationof the LWP

principle. The circle representsa source which emits noise to a populatedarea representedby the figures. The partial shading representsdegrees of
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Q partial impact from the noise source. Those people closest to the noisesource are more severely impacted than those at greater distances. The

partial impacts are then summed to give the equivalent population that is

fully impacted by noise. -In this example, six real peopl_ are adversely_=-'''_

affected to varying degrees (partially shaded) by the ne:._. The sum of

tnese partial impacts is equated to a Level-Weighted Population that is

reoresen:eeby the two totally shaded figures.

The potentially adverse impacts of surface transportationnoise and the

potential benefits from noise emission regulations are assessed through the

use of the computer model mentioned earlier. The model allows the determina-

tion of noise impacts (in terms of LWP) by vehicle type (i.e., automobiles, i

medium and heavy trucks, buses, and motorcycles) as a function of time,

taking into account the location of peoplein the vicinity of these roads,.and i

@ .t_ anticipatedgrowth in botk the Nation's population and new vehicle sales'= !

Computations based on this model enable us to determine the potential reduc-

tions in LWP (the benefits)for selected regulatoryoptions. !

In the absence of noise emission regulationsto control surface transpor-

tation"noise, the number of people exposed to day-night sound levels above

Ld_ of 55 dB (the level above which people are adversely affected by noise)

is expected to grow dramaticallywith time. By the year 2000, the Nation's

population is anticipata_ to increase by 22.5%. Because of the concurrent

expectea growth in traffic, the population exposed to levels in excess

of 55 dB would be expected to increase by 65% over those similarly exposed in

IgaO; the corresponding increase in LWP would be 73.1%. Thus, without con-

trols on the noise emission of vehicles or an increasedapplicationof noise

attenuatingdevices i.e., highway noise barriersand improvednoise insulation 4
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of personal dwelllngs, it is clearly evident that the surface transportation

noise impact would continually worsen.

Within the fleet of ve_icles operating on the Nation's roadways, medium I

and heavy trucks (trucks ove_ I0,000 Ibs. Gross Vehicle Weioht Rating, GVWR)---_---'_':

constitute the primary source of traffic noise. Today, n,-"s'eimpacts from

trucks account for approximately73 percent of those people exposed to day- i

night sound levels above BB dB. The large contribution that trucks make to

the national noise impact results from their high noise emissions compared

to those .of other vehicles.• .For example, Federal Highway Administration

data [4] show that, under cruising conditions, a medium truck i3 equivalent

in noise intensity to approximately IO automobiles, while a heavy truck is

equivalent to roughly 32 automobiles. Under low speed accelerationcondi-

tions,,a medium truck can be :quivalent in noise intensityto 35 automobiles,.

© .while a heavy truck can be equivalentto ZOO'automobiles.

To control the growth of the surface transportation noise problem,

the Agency, in 1975, promulgateda two-phase noise emission regulation for .I

l

medium and heavy trucks. The first phase limited truck noise emissions to

- 83 dB and became effectiveJanuary'I, 1978. The second phase, originally

scheduled to become effective January I, 1982, but recently deferred to

January l, 1983, limit_ truck noise emissions to 80 dB. Because decibels

are logarithmic in nature, a seemingly small decrease of 3 dB actually is

equivalent to a halving of the total intensity from the noise source.

In the year 2000, we estimate that 157.5 million people would have

been exposed to day-night average sound levels (Ldn) above 55 decibels

in the absence of a regulation. The 83 dB regulation is expected to reduce

the number of people so impacted by 21.B million, to 135.g million a reduc....
finn of 13.7%. With an 80 dB regulation in place, the number of people

., ,,--- •., . ....... . .......... . ,
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exposed to Ldn above 55 dB is estimated to be 126'million, a reduction of

an additional 9,3 million impacted people, or 43 percent improvement in
reduction obtained with the B3 dB standard. These results are summarized in

Table la,

In terms oF Level-Welghted Population, the baseline LW._.in.2000 in the

absence of a regulation is estimated to be 52 million. The _3 dB regulation

is exoected to reduce the LWP in 2000 by lO.O million, a reductionof 19.0

percent. With an 80 dB standard,the Level-WeightedPopulation is expected to
i

decrease an additional 4.4 million, or 44 percent as much reductionin LWP as

the 83 dB regulation provides;see Table lb.

Figure 2 shows how the effectiveness of the truc_ noise regulation

will increase with Lime. The area between the B3/80 dB and 83 dB benefit

curves representsthe incrementalbenefits that would accrue from the 80 dB

regulation. ..

Technolo_ Requirements for the 80 dB Regulation

The availability of noise control technology for manufacturers to

comply with the 80 dB noise emission regulation is not an issue. That

manufacturers are capable of producing trucks that comply with the 80 dB

requlationhas been supported in written submittals to the Agency by all of

the major truck manufacturers [5] and has been verified by the Agency in its

Quie_ TruckDemonstration Program[6].

In general, the quieting treatments that we expec_ to be applied to

comply with the BO dB regulation consist of one or combinations of the

Following treatments: higher performance mufflers, engine shields, trans-

mission covers, and air intakemodifications. The exact treatmentor combina-

tion of treatments depends on the type of truck and its specific engine and
drive-trainconfiguration.

{

• ', , ".
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TABLElaANDIb
BENEFITS OF THE 83 AND 80'dB

TRUCK NOISE EMISSION REGULATIONS

_" la. PopulationExposed to Ldn > 55 dB .=:=....... L.'-.-

Regulation PopulationExposed Reductionin % Reduction Incremental

L_n > BS, Millions Population % Reduction
in year BOO0 Exposed, Millions in Population

from No Regulation Exposed

Unregulated 157.48

B3 dB 135.93 21.55 13.7% -

BO dB 126.68 30.80 19.6% 42.9%

lb. Level-WeightedPopulation
,, , ,,

Regulatlon LWP, Millions Reductionin % Reduction Incremental%
in year 2000 LWP, Millions from no Reductionin

regulation LWP

Unregulated 52.7i

83 dB 42.76 10.04 19.0% -

80 dB 38.37 14.43 27.3% 43.7%
(

•• , , • . ', , , • , , , .', , ,, ' ,, :,... i :' '., . -, . , ,. ,
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FIGURe"2. COMPARISONOF THE BENEFITS,
MEASUREDIN TERMS OF REDUCTIONIN

THE LEVEL-WEIGHTEDPOPULATION 'FOR THE 83 ANn 80 dB TRUCKNOISE'
MISSION REGULATIONS

8SdB _ 1978 _..I

}2

"_ I0 8_dBh.1978

_:, \ / . ,'.: ,,

>' .

/

j© -•0j_8o i_ss"" '_9_o; 199s 2o_ '
I

y _A R . ' I ' l I l l I l l ' . ' '
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Updated Vehicle Quieting costs for compliance with the 80 dB Regulation

For the purpose of determining quieting costs and performing economic
impact assessments for truck emission regulations, the Agency groups trucks by

gross vehicle weight rating (GVWR) into medium truc_s (lO,OOO - 26,000 Ibs.

GVWR) and heavy•trucks (>26,000Ibs GVWR). Each weight gro_!_is then further_ _,

subdividedby engine type into either gasoline or diesel-port,redtrucks. The

objective of classifying trucks by weight and engine type is to form truck

groups that perform similar in-use functions, require similar noise control

technology and thus have similar quieting costs.

Table II presents truck price increases that manufacturers have stated

they expect to result from compliance with the 80 dB regulation IS]. .Based

on these costs and 1979 new vehicle sales for each manufacturer, a sales'-

weighted price increase was determined for ea'chtruck category except heavy

Q gasoline. Lacklng specifi_ data from"manufacturers on quletlng costs.•forheavy gasoline'trucks,the $269 cost figure reported in Table II was developed

by updating the 197S Agency cost estimate as reported in the Agency's Back-

grounc Document [7] which presents the regulatoryanalysis attendant to the

regulation,

In computing the sales-weightedp_ice increase from the manufacturer's

aata,,the Ford estimate of $I130 for the heavy diesel was not included_ The

Ford estimate is clearly out-of-line with other industry data. Ford has

communicated to the Agency that these costs represent an absolute worst-

case estlmate and are not representativeof _heir anticfpated typical price

increase across their full llne of heavy diesel trucks.

The Agency estimates a sales-weightedprice increase of $345 per heavy

diesel truck to meet an 80 dB regulation. This estimate is derived from

i _._ .theco_ts_,required to'quiet the four heavy di'eseltrucks in our Quiet Truck

Demonstration Program. These trucks were selected for their diverse con-



TABLE II. COMPAIIISONOF HANUFACTURER_S[5] AI_DEPA TRUCK PRICE
INCREASESTO COMPLY WITIITHE 80 dIiNOISE EMISSIONREGULATION

Estllllate4 Price Increases for New Trucks: Data Submitted _o EPA by Truck Manufacturers

Sa]es-_etghted EPARev'
Truck !nternatlonal Mack 6MC Frelghtllner peterbllt Ford rVOIv 0 AverageBa@ed on Estimat(
Cate_or_ llarvester Manufacturer'sData $1980

Medium Gasollne $142 $ 50 } 166 }105. $105

Heavy Gasollne .... }269

_edl'umDiesel $387 $3Q0 - } 517 }240 $405 $405

$400 to $546 to
ieavy Diesel $379 $500 $415 $563 $540 $1130 }150 $437 }345

Sales-Weighted $365 $322 $279
_rlce Increase,
_]]'_rucks

Hote" A blank space ( - ) Indlcatesthat |nformatlonwas not suppliedby the manufacturer

,.j

I
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figurations. The techniques used to quiet these trucks to their target levelof 72 dB (to meet a 75 dB regulation)are similarto, but more extensivethan,

those neededfor the truck that will meet the 80 dB _gulatlon. We have used

,w

straight-line interpolation-of dollars per decibel r_d_ction and have- .

sales-weighted these costs to estimate the 80 dB quieting c,sts. We believe

this is an appropriate and conservativeapproach since it apportions higher

costs to quiet across all trucks, not just a select few; nor does it take

credit for the relatively large number of heavy diesel trucks that can meet

=re 80 dB level with very minor changes. Our $345 estimate includes both

manufacturer and dealer mark-ups but does not include any reductions,that

could be anticipatedas the resultof productionefficiencies. We believe the

EPA revised,estimate For heavy diesel trucks to be an accurate representation

of the_price increas_ that can be- anticipated due to the 80 dB regulation

O "slnce it is based on cull"hands.on"•experience. We view the industry esti-

mates as more•representative of their upper price limit•and thus not typical

of the fleet average. In estimating the potential economic effects of the 80

dB regulation,we have used our estimatedprice increasesas presented in the

last columnof Table If..

Table Ill presents the new estimatedtruck price increase in relationto

the average truck sale price for each of the truck categories. Potential

price increasesrange,From 0,6 percent for heavy diesels to 2.5 percent for.

=ne mediumdiesel truck. For all trucks, compliancewith the 80 dB regulation

could result in an average increase in truck prices of less than o.g percent.

Chan_es in Truck Operatin_Costs Expectedto ,Resul,tfrom the 80 dB Regulation

Q Compliance with the 80 dB noise emission regulation may affect truckoperating costs through changes in performance and increases in vehicle

• ,, , , ,
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TABLE Ill. ESTIMATEDINCREASEIN TRUCK pRICESDUE TO COMPLIANCEWITII
80 dB NOISE EMISSID_'REGULATION(]980do]lara)

r,l

price Increase percentagePrice
Vehicle Category Averageprice due to 80 dB Increase

Regq]at|oq

Medium Gasollee $12,083 $105 0.87%

Heavy GasQllne $24,157 - $269 1.11%'
I

Med|um Diesel }16,024 $405 2.53% -_

Iieavy Oiese] $53,43,1 $345 0.61%

Sales-Helgll_¢q $32,343 $279 0.86%
Average,.aI]Trucks

J

, d

!,

; III
|
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maintenance costs. Although the Agency's experience in the Quiet Truck

i Demonstration indicates identifiable changes in truckProgram no performance,

we have taken a conservative approach by includigg fuel cost increases

that potentially could result from minor changes in vehicle weight from

the application of noise treatments, and from potential cr_3es in exhaust

system back pressure associatedwith the use of higher performancemufflers.

Increases in maintenance costsare expected to occur as a resultof additional

labor time needed to removeand replace noise treatments duringnormal main-

tenance and from the higher replacement cost of an acoustically superior .

muffler over the cost of a no_al muffler.

The additional labor fo_ panel removal and reinstallment has'been

estimated from the detailed service records of private carriers using EPA's

demonstration qule_ trucks in actual road.service. These ve_ quiet trucks

i -are fitted with fl'ow-throug_enclosures consisting of side and bottom panels

"_' in oraer to meet the 72 dB design target. Althoughsome trucks will need

shielding to meet an 80 dB regulation, they will not need a complete flow-

through enclosure, and many will not need shields at all. Therefore, the

service,time estimate of one hour and 15 minutes per year for the EPA quiet

_ruck nas been adjusted to IB minutes to reflect the much reduceduse of this

level of quieting technology to meet the 80 dB level. Accordingly, the

service cost increase,using an indust_ labor rate of $25/hour is considered

conservative.

The incremental increasesin muffler costs were obtained from muffler

_anufacturers' pricing information [5], as was the muffler useful life of

¢ years for diesel and 2 _ears for gasoline engines. These useful life

}_'_. Figures were used to prorate the incrementalcosts of the quietermufflers.

• ,,. ,• ,,,, , • , .• , ,',, ,,, i
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It should be noted that the truck manufacturer_ submitted significantly

higner estimatesof maintenancecost increases,but provided no substantiatingante. One manufacturerindicatedthat estimateswere based on the mainte_aance

costs associated with a "quieted"truck operated by United Parcel Service

(UPS). The acousticaltreatment,usedin that.truck relied on considerableus,e_.- _"

of glass fiber "sound ,insulation"blankets which have the _erious disadvan-

tage of absorbing flammable fluids inevitably present in the engine compart-

ment. The maintenance costs for this treatment would bear no relation

L

to the maintenancecosts associatedwith the more practical and cost.efflcient i

treatment used in the Agency's demonstration program and considered'in th'is

analysis. The technicalavailabilityand production feasibilityof thisnolse

abatementtreatment to meet a 72 dB design target is attested to by industry"s

continuing engineering critique of and participation in EPA's Quiet Truck

Demonstration Program. The Industry's trade press has stated that EPA's

quiet truck"program "representedrelatively l'ittl'ein the way of new tech'

$

nology," and an official of one major truck manufacturer stated that EPA's

noise abatement techniques were "nothing we didn!t do five to seven years

ago,"

Table IV presents our estimatesof the average annual increase in operat-

ing costs by truck category a_ computed over the economic life of the truck

(i0 yrs.). On the average, the 80 dB regulation is expected to increase

average annual operatingcosts by 0.07% (less than one tenth of one percent).

Economic Impact o,fthe 80 dB Truck Noise Emission Regulation

The economic impact of the 80 dB truck noise emission regulation, as

measureo by'the uniform annua]izedcost for the period IgSO to 2000, has been

updated to Include our most recentestimates of noise treatment and operating

- "Heavy Duty Trucking,"March IgB1, page 35.
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TABLEIV. CtIANGESIN AVERAGEANNUALOPERATINGCOSTSDUETO THE80 dO
TRUCK_O|SEEMISSIONREGULATION(1980De]I_rs)

Average Average AverageAnnua] AverageAnnual
Annual Annual Cost Increases Percentage

Truck CategOrY _lleage Operating Cest_. duo to 80 dBIlegulation Increase in
Fuel Maintenance OperatingCosts

HedlumGasoline 12,400 $25,060 $ 4 $12 0.064%
I

HeavyGasoline Ig,IOO $38,601 $ 5 $17 0.057%
I

MediumDiesel 19,000 $38,399 $23 $18 0.107%

HeavyDiesel 49,300 $99,635 $37 $24 0.061%

Average,
All TrucRs 31,05(] $62,747 $23 }19 0.067%

q :i
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costs. Included in the uniform annualized costs are capital costs for quiet-
ing treatments, depreciation, interest payments (the cost of capital) and

operating costs. While our uniform annualizedcost estimatedoes not reflect

actual coststo manufacturer_,dealers, usersl or consumers (_nce the ability--'_'--....

to pass tnrough price increases, investment credits, and L_xing schemes is

not taken into account), it may be roughly interpretedas Ehe annual "soci-

etal" cost of the regulation. 'Thus, uniform annualized costs are useful for

comparingthe'relative costs of selectedregulatory options.

To assess the relative costs and effectiveness of the BO dB•regulation,

uniform annualized costs and benefits have been determined for 83 dB, BO dB,

and 7B dB truck noise emission regulations. A 75 dB regulation was included

for =he purpose of this analysis as representing current available technology

,F_._ (equivalent=o a-design limlt of 7Z dB_ the level achieved by the Quie_ Truck

DemonstrationProgram)and was assumedto go into effect in 1987 to permit one

full =rucR design cycle beyond the current 1983 effective date of the 80 dB

regulation.

Costs fo_ the 83 dB and,lB dB regulatio9'are.based in part on original

data reported in the Background Document for the Truck Noise Emission Regula-

tion. _e have updated these costs from 1975 dollars to 1980 dollars by the

applicationof appropriate economic indices [8] as supplied to the Agency by

_ne Bureau of Labor Statistics. We have adjusted estimates of attendant

quieting and operating costs to reflect industry data and our experience in

the Quiet Truck Demonstration Program. Market share by vehiclecategory and

overall fleetgrowth are based on industry sourcesand independenteconometric

pro_ections.

t
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Using the current 83 dB regulation (which the 'industryhas praised for

_-_ its cost-effectiveness) as a base for comparison, Table V presents the
relative cost-effectiveness of the 83, 80 and 75 dB noise regulations. The

data in Table V was computed by determining the incrementalcosts of each

option and th_ ncremental benefits over the time period 19E_o 2000. .;. _

Costs and Effectiveness of Alternative Strategies for Traffic Noise Control

Table VI presents our analysis of the relative costs and benefits of two

alternative strategies for traffic noise control, i.e., using traffic noise

barriers or noise insulationof dwellings. From our analysis presented below,

barriers are approximatelyB.B times more costly per LWP than the 80 dB truck

_oise regulation and insulation of dwellings is 2,8 times as costly.

Given the severe limitations on the practical application of barriers,

we believethat barriers are not a reasonablealternativeto the 80 dB regula- i

=Ion. Insulatingdwellings to protect residents fromtraffic noise appears to .

be even less attractive,taking into account the fact that the relative cost

t "is 2.8 times that of the BO d_ standard and that dwelling insulation provides

no protection to people outdoors..

Traffic Noise Barriers. To date, approximately 184 miles of barriers have

oeen constructed in the United States for th_ purpos_ of traffic noise con-

=rola: a cost of $103.6 million. This expenditure is equivalent to $.107

oer linear foot or approximately $565,000 per mile. The Federal Highway

Administration (FHWA)estimatesthat an additional $539 million will be spent

on barrier construction by the year 2000.

Barriers reduce traffic noise by simply blocking the path of noise,

creating a "noise shadow" for the people being protected. Barriers are_-___

I_). :yp.ioallydes_igned.to'p'rovide.aIO dB 'reductionin"nois_ level.s,for't,e first _
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TABLEV. COMPARISONOF THE RELATIVECOST-EFFECTIVENESSOF 83, 80 and 75 dB
TRUCKNOISEEHISSIOhREGULATIONS(198QDollars)

AveraGe
Reoulatory Incremen&alUniform AnnualIncremental Cost-Effectiveness
Level AnnuallzeeCost, Reductionsin LWP, Relativeto

(198B-2000) 83 dB Regulation(zeoo-2ooo)
Millions HI]lions/Year

i
1 1 ,

83 dB 328.4 7,24 100% I

2 2
80 dB (1983) 133.2 2.34 79.7% ,

2 2
75 dB (1987) 395.8 3.55 40.7%

1. IncrementalCostsand Benefitscalculatedrelatlveto theunregulatedtruck.

2, IncrementalCostsariaBenefitscalculatedrelativeto the 83 dB truckregulation.

J
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TABLE Vl. COMPARISONOF TIIERELATIVECOST-EFFECTIVENESSOF TIIE80 dB TRUCK NOISE

REGULATION,TRAFFIC NOISE BAR_IERS_AND NOISE INSULATIONOF DWELLINGS

: i
:. Unifdfm AnnualJzed AverageAnnHal RelativeCost

co,bro,,eosoresc°s_'1_O-_°°°(_.o)RoO.:tlORi, cos_._o_E.eotI,oness.co,,,a_ed• LHP (1900-2000) LWP to 00 dg Reghiatlon

BO:dB Regulation $133.2 M 2.34_.' $ 56,92 Baseline

Noise Barriers 29,595 T 208 per $1_0.27 2.46
per tulle mile o[
of barrier barrier

Insulation $374.0 H 2,3_ H _159.83 2.81

I The Uniform Annua1|zedCost for noise barriers i_ basedon Initialcost of $565,000per
_nlle of barrier whlcll Is Lllen discounted and fJllanced over the peeled 1980 to 2000.

,r

',, J
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row of houses behind the barrier. Wh.ilehouses behind the first row do

receive some degree of protection from the barrier, it is significantly

reduced from that of the first row and is generally.not a factor taken into

account in the design of the barr!er or the decision to bui!d. FHWA estimates - .....

:nat in over 90 percent of the cases to date, barriers have (:._ndesi'gne_and -:

constructedto protect single family or town house dwellings_

For.the purposes of this aoalysis, we have assumed a 50 foot frontage per

dwelling with 4 occupants per dwelling. On this basis, approximately422

people.per mile of barrier•are assumed to receive a 10 dB reductionin traf-

fic noise. As a general rule, the construction of barriers is considered

wnem traffic noise,levels are in the 73-75 dB range. This is equivalent to

an kdn of approximately 72.9 dB.. Applying the iO dB assumed reduction in

noise level through use of the barrier reduces the day-night noise level

_::_.... co approximately 62.9 dB. In terms of _he reduction in the kevel-Weig'hte_

I_ Po_ulation,each mile of"barrr'ieris expected to reduce LWP from 378 per mile

co 167 per mile.

Using historical data from the Department of Transportationwhich shows

that"barriers on th_ average cos_ $565,000 per mile, the uniform annualized

cost is $2g,Bg6 per year, per mile of barrier. This leads to a cost-

effectiveness,of approximately$140.27 per LWP. Comparing this to the cost-

effectiveness of the 80 dB truck regulation ($56.92),barriers are abou_ 2.5

times as costly. It should be noted that this analysis•has not considered

the maintenance costs associated with barriers. While barriers themselves

generally require little maintenance there has been a problem with graffiti

which has to be periodicallyremoved. Barriers also complicate normalhighway

_"-"_ maintenance,i.e., grass mowing and snow removal operations. Thus, the above

analysis is somewhat conservativewith respect to true barrier costs.
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O In addition to the high cost per LWP associated with barriers, the

general applicability of barriers as a poSsi.ble alternative to source regula-

tion is severe.lyconstrained_bythe limited situations in which barriers are--_ ,_

effective In reducing traffic noise. Site geometry and to_.-ghaphyeliminate

barriers as a control strategy at many sites, particularly in urban environ-,

menta. Barriers provide virtually no protection to people living above the

ground floor. Safety considerations such as proximity to the •roadway and

site distance requirements also act to restrict the use of.barriers .Thus_

barriers tend to.be useful only in high-speed freeway situationsin which

rlght-of-wayproblems are minimal. With available data, it is not possibleto

estimate the numoer of sites and population that cou!d.be afforded }rotection

by a'n_tionwid_barrier construction-program. ..

Noise Insulationof Dwellings. This analysis is based on obtainingthe same

environmental health and welfare benefits as lowering the truck noise level

from 83 co go dB. By comparing the number of people exposed in various

Ldn level bands, each 3 dB wide (i.e., E5-57, 58-60, etc,), we estimate

that the potential improvementdue to the 80 dB regulation is equivalent to

reducing Ldn by 3 dB for 1B percent of those people exposed to traffic noise

above

Ldn = B5 dB, or about ig million people.

One can achieve approximatelythe same benefit (per indoorexposureonly)

by imoroving by 3 dg the sound transmission loss of the houses that the

people occupy. Assuming 4 people per house, this entails treating approxi-

mately 4.8 million houses. .'

l_4w_ "" In tn6"abs'eh6e"_fhard "data,"we'haVe"mad'e'6he follo_ingslm_]'i?yih_"''_"'

assumptionsin oreer to estimatecosts:
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(i) a 1800 sq ft house, with 20 percent glazed area.

(2) _ne front and side exteriorwalls are acousticallytreated.
(3) construction is conventionalwood frame and siding for go percent of

the nouses, and 10 percent concrete block or brick with brick

veneer. TT'.....

Data from the National Bureau of Standards shows the followingcosts of

acoustic treatment per square foot per dB for these types of construction:

Door $.46/sqft/per dB

Windows .BO/sqft/dB

Walls - wood frame ..07/sqft/dB

Brick .28/sqft/dB

Using this data-results in the followingcosts for our examplewhich has

ii00 sq f_of wall (20 percent glazed),

Wi_dmw_ _20 f_ at $ .80 - $17_.00
S_

Door 17 sq ft at .46 = 7.50

Woo_ wall (.9 x 863) sq ft at ,07 = 54.3@

Brick wall (.i x 853) sq ft at .25 = 21.58

$259.44 per dB

Thus, for a sound attenuationof 3 dB, the estimated cost for a house is

$i012.50. The above estimate is for new construction. Conservatively,

retrofit will cos_ abouC 50 percen_ more than new construction,yielding an

estimatea cost of roughly $1500 per house. This estimate does not take into

account probable changes needed to the forced-air system in the house to feed

in fresh air since _vindowsmust remainclosed for the noise insulationto be

effective. Studies by an independent laboratory show an estimated cost of

_'_ $5400 to a typical 2-story house for a sound reductionqf 3 to 5 dB

i , . , ., .., .., . ,. . '. , .. . . ,, . . , ,. . ". , i
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against aircraft noise - averaging over $I000 per dB. Therefore, an estimate

of $1500 oer _ouse is consideredconservative.
Using $1500 per house, the total estimated cost for treating 4.8 million

houses _oul¢ oe $7.14 billion. Assuming that this amount is invested uni-

formly over _he oeriod IgSO - 2000 (concurrentwith the tru_:_egulation) the-'-._.

present value is $3.235 billion and the corresponding uniform'annualizedcost

is $374millior (1980 dollars).

The average annual reduction in LWP for the 80 dB regulationrelative to

the 83 dB standard is 2.34 million. The cost-effectivenessmay be stated in

:erms of doll_rs of uniform annualized cost per unit of annualaverage reduc-

tion in LWP. Since sound insulationof houses yields approximatelyth_ same

incrementalbenefi: as the 80 dB standard,the cost-effectivenessis therefore

$374 million divide¢ bz 2.34 million (LWP), or $159.80 per LWP reduced. This

..... is about;_.8:Imes,as costl_ as the SOdB truck regulation. '

• . {'.'.". . ..... . , . .. ,'....., ,. . ., ".. , ,...,...... ....i..; ... : .! ..... '. , .
I
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